NATIONAL SPACE GRANT
30TH ANNIVERSARY
SUB-COMMITTEE CHARGE: CELEBRATION ACTIVITIES

Members:
Lynn Fenstermaker (NV) Chair
Majid Jaridi (WV)
Chris Kohler (CO)
Catherine Lanier (OR)
Caitlin Nolby (ND)
Ellie Weiss Rosenbloom (TN)
Marissa Saad (ND)
PROCESS

• Meeting to identify activities
• Ex Comm discussion
• Qualtrics Survey Tool
• Discussion and Initiate
POSSIBLE SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

• Student Logo Competition
• Invite Prominent Senators to Meeting
• Prepare “I am Space Grant” video examples
POSSIBLE LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

• Highlights Book or SG Stats Book
• “I am Space Grant” videos from every jurisdiction
• Highlight SG Directors and coordinators from SG
• Develop App or create Linked In Channel
POSSIBLE ACTIONS

• Invite Prominent Senator to 2019 Meeting
• Example “I am Space Grant” videos at 2019 Mtg
• “I am Space Grant” videos from every jurisdiction
• Major Hill Event 2020 before Spring Meeting
ACTIVITIES

• Student Logo Competition
  • View and vote now
  • “I am Space Grant Videos” 30-60 seconds
  • Current/former students
  • Jurisdiction Highlights

• Hill Event Next Year to Highlight Successes
LOGO DESIGNS

- You can view logos (and voting website) on posters
- Vote on your smartphone or computer
- Up to 3 votes
https://bit.ly/2STt8x3

• We can request edits for each logo (fonts, colors, etc.)
• Remember to click the “next” arrow at the bottom right side of page!
• Thank you!
QUESTIONS / SUGGESTIONS